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Abstract
This paper makes an attempt to develop a model on effects of monetary and fiscal stimulus in
Pakistan economy. The well-trodden technique Vector autoregressive (VAR) has been applied on
the annual time series data for the period from 1972-2007, including both fiscal and monetary
sides using data on output gap, inflation, short term interest rate, and government fiscal deficit
over the period. This paper makes the contribution in the literature by considering the impact of
both monetary and fiscal policies together. We have found positive effect of fiscal stimulus on
inflation; but that on output gap the effect is negative. Effect of interest rate on output gap and
inflation has been found to be negative. For policy reaction, we have found countercyclical
response of monetary policy; but that of fiscal policy is pro-cyclical. The response of interest rate
to deficit financing is negative while fiscal deficit positively responds to changes in interest rate.
Keywords: VAR, Impulse Response Functions, Variance Decomposition, Monetary Policy, Fiscal
Policy
_______________________________________________________________________________
1.

Introduction

Market economies never run on stable path. They face fluctuations. The objective of policy
makers is to stabilize economy and minimize cyclical impact. Supply side shocks are exogenous
and in most of cases cannot be controlled by governments. Then governments are left with only
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one option which is affecting economy by managing aggregate demand. So demand management
policies are important for stabilization of the economies.
There are two branches of the governments; the fiscal branch and the monetary branch. Policy
actions by either of the branches affect aggregate demand. More specifically government
expenditures have direct impact on aggregate demand. Changes in taxes affect aggregate demand
through their impact on consumption. On the monetary side changes in interest rate affects
investment decisions, thereby affecting aggregate demand. Notwithstanding the importance of
these two policies, their effect on economy has been controversial in economic literature. In
Walrasian system wages and prices are flexible. Therefore changes in output are possible only
through changing aggregate supply. So according to monetarist doctrine demand side policies
affect only prices and not the output. On the other hand Keynesians assume nominal rigidities so
demand side policies have real effect. Due to this controversy most of the research in the area of
macroeconomics has been devoted to empirically investigate the effect of changes in demand side
policies on micro economic variables like output and inflation.
In case of Pakistan a good number of research studies is available that investigate effect of
monetary and fiscal policy changes on the economy. For instance, Agha et al. (2005) takes interest
rate as monetary policy instrument and estimates monetary policy transmission mechanism. Malik
(2006) takes monetary base as monetary policy instrument and estimates the effect of changes in
monetary base on output gap and inflation. Alam and Waheed (2006) estimate transmission
mechanism of monetary policy in different sectors of the economy. Khalid, Malik, and Sattar
(2007) estimate fiscal transmission mechanism. In all of these studies the interaction of monetary
and fiscal policies is missing.
Therefore the objective of this study is to estimate the effects of changes in monetary and fiscal
policy instruments on output gap and inflation. We also estimate the response of policy makers to
changes in output gap and inflation, which is the second objective of the study. Changes in one of
the policies’ instruments have undesirable consequences for the other. Therefore, third objective of
the study is to estimate the response of one policy instrument to changes in the other.
For these objectives we have estimated four variables VAR and then after imposing appropriate
restrictions we have estimated impulse response functions and variance decomposition. Since
1980, when Sims introduced Vector Autoregression (VAR) methodology, most of the studies in
the area of fiscal and monetary policy are based on this technique. VAR technique is preferred to
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instrumental variables techniques as finding instruments is not an easy job. Similarly VAR treats
all variables as endogenous, thereby abstracting from the problem of identifying exogenous
variables. Impulse response functions are estimated to investigate the effects of fiscal and/or
monetary stimulus on output gap and inflation. For instance, Bernanke (1992) and Bernanke and
Mihov (1998) find hump shaped response of output and inflation to monetary policy changes.
We have found positive effect of fiscal stimulus on inflation but that on output gap is negative.
This contradictory result can be attributed to supply side shocks which remain prominent in the
history of Pakistan’s economy. Effect of interest rate on output gap and inflation has been found to
be negative, which is in conformity with the conventional wisdom that increase in interest rate has
contractionary effects on the economy. For policy reaction, we have found countercyclical
response of monetary policy but that of fiscal policy is pro-cyclical. This is again a result which is
generally believed as monetary authority misses the targets because of fiscal pressure. The
response of interest rate to deficit financing is negative. This might be due to the significant
reliance of government on money creation as source of deficit financing. On the other hand fiscal
deficit positively responds to changes in interest rate, which is standard result.
In section 2 theoretical framework is explained. Section 3 deals with econometric methodology. In
section 4 empirical results are explained while section 5 concludes the paper.
2.
Theoretical Framework
In contrast to the controlled economies, market economies have business cycles. The three phases
of business cycle are peak, recession, trough, and expansion (McConnell, Brue, & Flynn, 2012).
During expansion economies grow along with the growth in employment, output, and income.
Continuous growth can overheat the economy that can result in high prices and increasing interest
rates. In recession unemployment increases, and income, prices, interest rates and output decrease.
Keynes argued that the changes in business cycle are because of the change in total demand of
goods and services. Colander (2013) defines aggregate demand as curve depicting the change in
total expenditure on all goods and services in an economy due to change in price levels. Aggregate
demand of an economy can be measured as:
AD = Consumption + Investment+ Government Expenditure + Net exports
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When aggregate demand increases prices increase along with output increases. Decrease in
aggregate demand brings decrease in prices and output.

Figure 1: Aggregate Demand – Aggregate Supply Diagram
In market economies states have two types of policies to regulate or control the aggregate demand.
They are the fiscal policy and the monetary policy. Monetary policy is typically framed and
implemented by the central banks of the states while fiscal policy decisions are taken by the
governments. Monetary policy is the change in interest rates and money supply to expand or
contract the aggregate demand in the economy. Whenever governments want to contract the
overheating economy they increase the interest rates. Increase in interest rates decreases both
investment and consumption which reduces the aggregate demand and prices also reduce. Malik
and Zakir (2013) report the ineffectiveness of monetary policy actions during the high growth
period and strong impact of these actions during recessions.
Fiscal policy is the change in taxes and government expenditures to affect the aggregate demand.
In an overheated economy government either reduces the expenditure or increases the tax rate.
This will decrease the aggregate demand and ultimately prices will reduce. Gupta et al. (2002)
investigate for 39 low income countries the impact of fiscal adjustment and expenditure
composition on growth and report that one percent decrease in the deficit to GDP ratio yields per
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capita real growth of 0.25 to 0.5 percent in the short run. Shaheen and Turner (2010) report the
positive impact of government spending on inflation and output. Jalil, Tariq, and Bibi (2014)
report the fiscal deficit as the major determinant of inflation in Pakistan.
Shaheen and Turner (2010) describe that monetary policy is intended to achieve two objectives of
output growth and inflation control in Pakistan. But the presence of large budget deficits limits the
ability of monetary policy to achieve these goals. Zakir and Malik (2013) find that in low growth
economic phase in Pakistan, the output responds strongly to tight monetary policy. Fazlani et al.
(2013) report that the interest rate, a monetary policy instrument, has greater impact on inflation in
Pakistan.
3.

Data and Econometric Methodology

This study takes the data on output gap, inflation, short term interest rate, and government fiscal
deficit over the period 1972-2007. We have used Money Market Rate as monetary policy
instrument which is the only interest rate on which data are available for our sample period. And
this is also consistent with the literature on monetary policy. Data on this variable are taken from
International Financial Statistics (IFS). We have divided nominal GDP by constant price GDP to
get GDP deflator – an aggregate measure of prices. Then inflation rate is calculated as growth rate
of GDP deflator. Data on both nominal and constant price GDP are taken from IFS. However the
data is available with different base year prices in IFS. So before further calculation, we convert
GDP on 2000 prices. Real GDP is converted into output gap. For this we regressed real GDP on
time and square of time. Fitted values of this regression are measure of potential GDP. Percentage
deviation of real GDP from this potential level is a measure of output gap. Positive and negative
values of output gap indicate boom and recession respectively. Fiscal deficit is taken as overall
deficit (primary deficit plus debt servicing) as % of GDP. For this variable we have used data
source, Economic Survey of Pakistan published by Ministry of Finance.
In this study VAR methodology has been used with four variables; output gap, inflation rate,
interest rate, and fiscal deficit. When a model has both endogenous and exogenous variables,
appropriate estimation techniques require some instrumental variables. Sometimes it becomes
difficult to find the instruments while Vector Autoregression (VAR) method assumes all variables
as endogenous variables.
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Consider the following four variables structural VAR, with only one lag 3

Yt   10  b11Pt  b12it  b13 ft   11Yt 1   12 Pt 1   13it 1   14 ft 1  eyt ……..(1)
Pt   20  b21Yt  b22it  b23 ft   21Yt 1   22 Pt 1   23it 1   24 ft 1  ept …….(2)

it   30  b31Yt  b32 Pt  b33 ft   31Yt 1   32 Pt 1   33it 1   34 ft 1  eit ……..(3)
ft   40  b41Yt  b42 Pt  b43it   41Yt 1   42 Pt 1   43it 1   44 ft 1  e ft …….(4)
In this system of equations
are respectively, output gap, inflation rate, interest
rate, and fiscal deficit as percentage of GDP, which are endogenous variables and
,
,
,
are lagged values of these variables.
This system of equations can be rearranged so that only lagged values appear on right hand side.
So we can rewrite

Yt  b11Pt  b12it  b13 ft   10   11Yt 1   12 Pt 1   13it 1   14 ft 1  eyt …….(5)
Pt  b21Yt  b22it  b23 ft   20   21Yt 1   22 Pt 1   23it 1   24 ft 1  ept ……(6)

it  b31Yt  b32 Pt  b33 ft   30   31Yt 1   32 Pt 1   33it 1   34 ft 1  eit …….(7)
ft  b41Yt  b42 Pt  b43it   40   41Yt 1   42 Pt 1   43it 1   44 ft 1  e ft ……(8)
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Or in compact form as:

3

For Simplicity we have taken one lag. However for the selection of appropriate lag we have used the

criterion like Likely hood Ratio (LR), Akaike Information (AIC), and Schwartz Criteria.
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BZt =Bo +

zt-1+ µ

Taking B on right hand side
Zt= B-1Bo +B-1

zt-1 +B-1 µ

Zt= Ao +A1 zt-1 +et………………………………………………..(10)
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This final version of the model is reduced form VAR as only lagged values which are exogenous
and appear on the right hand side. This form of VAR can be written as:

Yt  a10  a11Yt 1  a12 Pt 1  a13it 1  a14 ft 1  eyt ……………………(12)
Pt  a20  a21Yt 1  a22 Pt 1  a23it 1  a24 ft 1  e pt …………..............(13)

it  a30  a31Yt 1  a32 Pt 1  a33it 1  a34 ft 1  eit …………………….(14)
ft  a40  a41Yt 1  a42 Pt 1  a43it 1  a44 ft 1  e ft ……………………(15)
This system of equations can be estimated by OLS as long as right hand side variables are equal in
number in all of the equations and all the four variables are stationary at different levels.
4. Empirical Results
We have estimated above model for Pakistan Economy over the period 1972 to 2007. The first
step in VAR is selection of appropriate lag length. We have used three criteria, namely the
Likelihood Ratio test, Akaike Information Criterion, and Schwartz information criterion for the
selection of lag length. It is shown in table 1 that only one lag is appropriate for our case and this
is confirmed by all the three criteria. The detailed results obtained, when we include one lag, are
given in table 2.
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After estimating VAR we have imposed appropriate number of restrictions which according to
Choleski Decomposition are six. Estimated contemporaneous response coefficients through this
procedure are helpful in estimation Impulse Response Functions (IRF). We have estimated IRF for
three different issues; to estimate effect of changes in policy instruments on output and inflation,
to estimate effect of changes in one policy instrument on the other, and relationship between
output gap and inflation. Below we discuss results in detail.
4.1 Response of Output gap and Inflation rate to Changes in Monetary and Fiscal Policies
Results in figure 2 suggest that whenever government goes for deficit financing inflation increases
along with decrease in output gap. The effect of fiscal deficit on inflation takes almost two years to
reach the peak and lasts for three to four years. Whereas the effect on output gap is negative and
remains so for ten years. As for as the response of inflation is concerned, it is in conformity with
the economics theory; but the response of output gap is hard to be justified. A possible
interpretation of this result could be that in Pakistan most of the fluctuations in output and
inflation are supply driven. So fiscal policy has little role in output determination.
Effect of interest rate changes on output gap and inflation has been found to be according to
theory. Results in upper panel of figure 3 show that increase in interest rate reduces output gap.
The effect starts after one period, reaches the peak in fifth year and then gradually converges to
zero. Monetary policy tightening increase upward pressure on lending rate thereby increasing
discouraging investment and hence decrease in aggregate demand results. This reduction in
aggregate demand slows down economic activity and helps in curbing inflation, which is evident
from lower panel of figure 3. The effect of changes in interest rate on inflation has been found to
be negative. It is worth noting here that response of output gap to changes in interest rate is
estimated with reasonable standard error while that of inflation is estimated with large standard
errors. So on statistical grounds effect on output gap is more significant. This again may be due to
the supply factors that neutralize the effect of demand side factors on inflation.
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4.2 Monetary and Fiscal Policy Response to Changes in Output Gap and Inflation Rate
We have found pro-cyclical response of fiscal policy to the state of economy. It is shown in figure
4 that whenever there is increase in output gap, which is an indicator of boom, government
increases fiscal deficit. Same is the case with inflation; increase in inflation leads to positive
change in fiscal deficit. This pro-cyclical response is hard to justify on normative grounds.
However this response is because of constraint on borrowing of the government. In case of boom
government has more opportunity to borrow so government creates fiscal deficit. This opportunity
is limited when economy is already on down turn. This behavior shows poor fiscal discipline.
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On the other hand we found counter cyclical response of monetary policy to changes in output gap
and inflation. Results in figure 5 show that interest rate positively respond to output gap and
inflation. So whenever economy moves towards boom, positive output gap and increasing
inflation, monetary authority takes contractionary actions. This behavior is desirable for economy
to move on stable steady state path. This behavior of monetary authority in Pakistan can be
attributed to financial sector reforms initiated in 1989. As a result of these reforms State Bank of
Pakistan got autonomy which is helpful in counter cyclical response.
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4.3 Relationship between Policies’ Instruments
We have also estimated effect of one policy instrument on that of other one. As shown in Figure 6,
fiscal deficit increases in response to monetary policy tightening. Increase in interest rate by
monetary authority has undesirable consequences for fiscal branch of the government. Increase in
interest rate increases cost of borrowing for the government which raises fiscal deficit. This result
again shows poor discipline of fiscal branch; rather than economizing on debt in response to
changes in interest rate, fiscal branch let the fiscal deficit increase.

On the other hand if fiscal branch of the government increases fiscal deficit, then interest rate
responds negatively. This result is against the conventional wisdom that increase in deficit
increases pressure in the credit market thereby increasing interest rate. However the result may be
opposite if deficit is financed through money creation. This increase in money supply neutralizes
the effect of contractionary measures taken by the monetary authority. In Pakistan government
relies heavily on central bank borrowing to finance deficit. That why we have found inverse
relationship between fiscal deficit and interest rate.
4.4 Relationship between Output Gap and Inflation Rate
Finally we have estimated the relationship between two economic indicators output gap and
inflation rate. Results in figure 7 suggest that inflation has negative effect on output gap. This
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happens when high and volatile inflation rates distort agents’ choices regarding certain economic
decisions like investments, savings, money demand, and asset holding etc. This inconvenience in
decision making negatively affects economic activity. So response of output gap to inflation rate is
negative. Another reason for finding such inverse relationship is that in case of negative supply
side shocks inflation increases along with decrease in economic activity – a phenomenon known
as stagflation. Same can be seen in lower panel of figure 6. Inflation responds negatively to
changes in output gap. This justified only in case of supply side shock. Negative supply shocks not
only increase inflation and decrease economic activity, it also decreases potential output. Output
gap decreases if decrease in actual output is more than that in potential output. So output gap
decreases that coexists with increase in inflation.

4.5 Variance Decomposition
Results in table 3 show that most of the variation in inflation is explained by its own lags. So
inflation has considerable inertia. But as the time pass effect of lagged values of inflation reduces
and more variation in inflation rate is explained by output gap. It is important to note that interest
rate alone does not contribute much in explaining variation in inflation. This is because changes in
interest rate transmit into output gap which then affects inflation. Output gap too has significant
amount of inertia. Most of the variation in output gap is again explained by itself. Other factors
explaining variation in output gap can be ranked as inflation, interest rate and deficit. This shows
that monetary policy, rather than fiscal policy, contributes more towards inflation.
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5. Conclusion
The prime objective of the study is to estimate the effect of changes in monetary and fiscal policy
on output gap and inflation. Besides we also estimated response of policy makers to changes in
output gap and inflation, response of one policy instrument to changes in other and the
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relationship between economic factors, output gap and inflation rate. The results show that fiscal
stimulus positively affects inflation but its effect on output gap is negative. This contradictory
result can be attributed to supply side shocks which remain prominent in the history of Pakistan’s
economy. Changes in interest rate – monetary policy instrument, discourages aggregate demand
thereby reducing aggregate demand which helps curbing inflation. This result is in conformity
with the conventional wisdom that increase in interest rate has contractionary effects on the
economy. For policy reaction, we have found countercyclical response of monetary policy but that
of fiscal policy is pro-cyclical. This is again a result which is generally believed as monetary
authority misses the targets because of fiscal pressure. Fiscal deficit has negative impact on
interest rate which may be justified if most of the deficit is financed through printing money. On
the other hand fiscal deficit positively responds to changes in interest rate, which is standard
result.
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